Nevanlinna theory [Ne] was created to give a quantitative measure of the value distribution for meromorphic functions, for instance to measure the extent to which they approximate a finite number of points. We view a meromorphic function as a holomorphic map ƒ : C -• P 1 into the projective line. The theory has various higher dimensional analogues, of which we shall later consider maps ƒ : C n -• X where X is a projective complex manifold of dimension n .
Nevanlinna theory [Ne] was created to give a quantitative measure of the value distribution for meromorphic functions, for instance to measure the extent to which they approximate a finite number of points. We view a meromorphic function as a holomorphic map ƒ : C -• P 1 into the projective line. The theory has various higher dimensional analogues, of which we shall later consider maps ƒ : C n -• X where X is a projective complex manifold of dimension n .
We first deal with the classical case of Nevanlinna with n = 1. Let a G P 1 . By a Weil function associated with a we mean a continuous function having the property that in some open neighborhood of a there exists a continuous function a such that if z is a local coordinate at a ,then A fl (z) = -log|z-a| + a(z).
The difference between two Weil functions is a continuous (and therefore bounded) function on P 1 . A Weil function roughly measures the distance from a. As usual, for real x > 0 define log + (x) = max(logx, 0). Let z be the standard coordinate on C. Nevanlinna takes the functions À a (z) = log + l/|z -a\ if a ^ oo, X a (z) = log + |z| if a = oo.
One defines the corresponding mean proximity function where D(i?) is the disc of radius R, and ord a denotes the order of the zero of ƒ at a. We define NÂoo, R) = N {/ Â0, R) and NÂa 9 R) = Nr a (0 9 R). Thus NÂO, R) measures the number of zeros of ƒ in the disc of radius R, suitably weighted.
One defines the height function associated to ƒ by T f9a (r) = m f (a 9 r) + N f (a,r).
Using Jensen's formula, it is easy to prove that Tj. a is independent of a modulo 0(1). We write T f instead of T f ^. We choose X a to make T f a an increasing function of r, and to have certain smoothness properties, by letting for instance
be the Wronskian. We define the ramification counting function Basic conditions. Let a { , ... , a q be distinct points of P 1 . Suppose for simplicity that /(O) ^ O, 00, aj for all j, and /(0)^0.
Under the basic conditions, Nevanlinna's classical theorem [Ne] is that asymptotically for r -• 00, we have (* -2)7}(r) -2 iV/^., r) + ^, Ram (r) = 0(logr + logT f (r)) except for r lying in a set of finite Lebesgue measure. Nevanlinna also gives explicit constants in the error term on the right.
Osgood [Os 1, Os 2] noticed a similarity between the 2 occurring in Nevanlinna's theorem above on the left-hand side, and the 2 occurring in Roth's theorem [Ro] . However, Vojta with a suitable constant C, which is much better than the "probability" type, and goes beyond Khintchine's principle: the sum 52l/qy/(q) is divergent.
In light of Vojta's analysis, it occurred to me to transpose my conjecture about the error term in Roth's theorem to the context of Nevanlinna theory.
It becomes a problem to determine the "type" of the classical meromorphic functions, i.e. the best possible error term in the inequality which describes the value distribution of the function. It is classical, and easy, for example, that e z has bounded type, i.e. that the error term in Nevanlinna's theorem is 0(1). But I do not even know an example of a function which does not have bounded type! There are two problems here:
• To determine for "almost all" functions (in a suitable sense) whether the type follows the pattern of Khintchine's convergence principle.
• To determine the specific type for each concrete classical function, using the specific special properties of each such function p, e, r, c, J, etc.
In [La 5] I conjectured a best possible error term, but was not able to prove it exactly. For instance, instead of 1 + e I got only 3/2 + e . Using a method from Ahlfors' paper [Ah] , P. M. Wong [Wo] obtained the error term with 1 + e. I pointed out to him that his method would also prove the desired result with an arbitrary type function y/ satisfying only the Khintchine convergence principle. Thus the result precisely stated is as follows.
Let y/ be a positive ( We can take B q = \2q 2 + # 3 log4, and b can also be determined explicitly.
The Tf already occurs in Ahlfors, but in a form with unspecified constants. Since the dominant term in the error term S is essentially a log, the error term amounts to \ log TJ = log T f in first order approximation. Wong obtained the correct factor j by Ahlfors' method, rather than through the singular volume form used previously by other authors.
I shall now describe the result in the higher, equidimensional case, first investigated by Carlson-Griffiths [C-G] . Let ƒ: C n^X be a holomorphic map into a compact complex manifold of dimension n. We assume that ƒ is nondegenerate, in the sense that the derivative of ƒ at some point is nonsingular. Let z = (Zj, ... , z n ) be the complex coordinates on C n , and let ||z|| be the euclidean norm. We define the differential forms on C" : 
We define the mean proximity function

JS(r)
where S(r) is the sphere of radius r in C n . Thus the mean proximity function measures the average approximation of D by the values of ƒ on the spheres. In order to get smoothness, one must select smooth Weil functions X D in their class mod 0(1). This is done as follows.
We let L D be a holomorphic line bundle over X having a meromorphic section s whose divisor (s) is precisely D. Since X is compact, such a section is well defined up to a constant factor. We let p be a hermitian metric on L D . Then we select
We define the counting function We say that a divisor D has simple normal crossings if D = ]£ Z). is a formal sum of nonsingular irreducible divisors, and locally at each point of X there exist complex coordinates z { , ... , z n such that in a neighborhood of this point, D is defined by z { •.. z k = 0 with k <n. When « = 1, then the property of Z> having simple normal crossings is equivalent to the property that D consists of distinct points, taken with multiplicity 1. The maximal value of k which can occur will be called the complexity of D.
Finally, in higher dimension n , we suppose that r H-+ F(r) and r »-• r n~x F\r) are positive increasing functions of r, and we define the error function S(F 9 c, V, r) = logF(r)+log^(F(r))+log^(cr 2 ' z " 1 F(r)^(F(r))).
We let b { (F) be the smallest number > 1 such that
The definition of r { (F) is the same as for n = 1. Then the analogue of Theorem 1 in higher dimension runs as follows. 
f,K(r) + T ftD (r) -N fD {r) + tf />Ram (r) for all r > r { (T f ) outside a set of measure < 2b 0 (y/) f and some constants B = B(D, E) and B' = B'(D, E) which can be given explicitly.
The general shape of the theorem stems from Carlson-Griffiths [C-G] . I raised the question of a best possible error term in [La 5] but I was not able to prove the conjectured result at that time. By using Ahlfors' method, Wong [Wo] obtained not only the TJ as in Ahlfors, but also the "correct" factor n/2. The final improvement with 1 + k/n instead of 2 follows from a technical change in Wong's proof at the appropriate moment, and will be given in detail in a forthcoming Springer Lecture Note. I also improved Wong's formulation by using the arbitrary Khintchine type function y/ in the final estimate and by not making any restriction on the divisor other than simple normal crossings. Wong, following some previous authors, assumes unnecessarily that the irreducible components all lie in the same linear system. Otherwise, the general pattern of the proof is due to Wong. It makes use of some ideas of Carlson-Griffiths concerning curvature, but somewhat more efficiently, in a way which should have significance elsewhere in complex differential geometry.
I would conjecture that the exponent 1 + k/n is best possible. Thus the error term should be determined by local considerations on the divisor, in terms of the complexity of its singularities. The conjecture can then be transposed to a strengthening of Schmidt's theorem [Sch] . The exponent 1 + k/n also applies when there is no divisor D, so k = 0, in which case T f occurs with exponent 1 on the right-hand side. Thus the exponent \+kjn interpolates very neatly between the two extreme cases D = 0 and D defined locally by z x -• z n = 0.
The same error term can be given in the theorem on the logarithmic derivative, originally stated with a weak error term by Nevanlinna in dimension 1, and proved using a differential geometric method, [Ne] , p. 259. A higher dimensional version was formulated and proved by Griffiths [Gr] , p. 70, still with a weak error term. The version I now have runs as follows. Note that the theorem is formulated for a noncompact manifold, and that the map ƒ is defined on a disc. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, there is no nonconstant holomorphic map of C into Y. The theorem gives an implicit bound for the radius of a disc on which a holomorphic map is defined.
